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Darjeeling is a beautiful hill station resting amidst lofty hills and natural attraction. The city beholding
lush greenery in its surroundings and pleasant environment .It is one of the popular tourist spot of
India driving large number of tourists from every corner of the globe. This city is blessed with snow-
capped mountains and large number of tea gardens in its surroundings. These natural embodiments
enhance the beauty of this city and make it a perfect holiday destinations for visitors Darjeeling is a
symbol of natural beauty where nature unfolds itself in purest and raw form. Darjeeling is blessed
with richness of oak, sal and alpine forests and also there are wide varieties of orchids found in
abundance in the city which enhance the beauty of it flora. Along with flora, Darjeeling is o
flourished with rich wild life including civets, mongooses, ducks, plovers and gulls. There are many
sightseeing places in Darjeeling. Situated amidst the rolling mountains with a glimpse of Mount
Kanchenjunga towering over the sky gives the city an amazing effect that every person desires to
see and experience.

Apart from all these naturally blessed pictures, Darjeeling offers its vacationers relaxing and
comfortable stay to the travllers. Darjelling hotels provided by wide range of luxury and budget
hotels to their visitors. There are many budget hotels in Darjeeling that attracts tourists from all parts
of the world, its budget hotels are also well accomplished with modern comforts and serve its guests
delicious food along with hospitable service. As the city is flourished by large number of honeymoon
couples, there are many low budget hotels and resorts designed exclusively for newly wedded
couples. Thus, tourists are offered a relaxing stay in this naturally blessed hill city through cheap
Darjeeling hotels within minimum budgets..

Hotels in Darjeeling offer comfortable and soothing stay for vacationers. There are many hotels in
Darjeeling that provide accommodation options for visiting guests and travelers. When it comes to
choosing the correct accommodation for your stay, you'll come across a wide range of options
including three star hotels that provide accommodation and all the essential services, four star
hotels that provide luxurious rooms  or five star hotels which is the entire concept of luxury with their
many amenities and services. Choosing for  star hotels in Darjeeling during your comprehensive
stay can be a very good option because these hotels provide all the required amenities, along with
very cozy and comfortable spaces.So come and enjoy the hospitality of this  wonderful destination.
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Jon Rider - About Author:
Author is an associate editor for a Budget Hotel in Darjeeling . Get all possible information about a
Star Hotels in Darjeeling . we also provide tourism packages with wide range of Holiday Package
deals anywhere India.
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